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About This Game

"Happy Penguin VR" is a casual VR game.

In the game, all the items in the scene can be used, all items can be operated!

Including a variety of need to unlock the fight props:
Variety of penguins

Various terrain
A variety of special effects props

A variety of combat props
Shop trucks sell a variety of capacity props.
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Title: Happy Penguin VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Bellcat Game
Publisher:
Bellcat Game
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WIN 10

Processor: i7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GT970

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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happy penguin vr

Wow this is a pretty cool, well made physics puzzle game. Defo already worth the $3 i paid for it.. I'm pretty early on in the
game, but I would like to say that I would recommend at least giving the game a try! I love the game so far. The art, voice
acting, and music are wonderful. The art is especially gorgeous. I was worried about the translation quality when purchasing this
game after playing the demo. Now that I've played the full version for a bit, I think the translation is pretty good. The sentences
are clear and the prose is very much English rather than Japanese, unlike in the demo. I found one typo where an apostrophe was
replaced with an "f," but it really didnft break the flow too much for me. My mind sort of corrected it as I was reading. I'm sure
JAST will fix it soon with a patch.

I would highly recommend the game to all yuri fans!
For everyone else, it's worth a try! You might be pleasantly surprised.. more like the last day, be wary, last depot update:
4 Jul, 2018 (307 days ago). freezing the game half an hour into play and losing all progress is a deal braker, sorry, no motivation
to give this another try. sadly cant return.. This was perhaps one of the best impulse buys I’ve made on Steam. Everything about
it is quite excellent. The single player gameplay is a fun and exciting mix of turn-based grand strategy campaigns and real time
tactical battles (which are entirely optional btw), neither of which require too steep a learning curve from past titles or
comparable games. The graphics are top-notch for it’s time and I was pleasantly surprised that my HP notebook would keep
pace. However, you will need to modify you’re preferences script to access higher levels, if you need help I’d be happy to
provide instructions. The campaigns are excellent and can be completed on the lowest difficulties at around an hour (perfect if
you’re short on time). The exposition given between campaigns by Marshal Louis-Alexandre Berthier does a great job in
painting a rather charismatic and sympathetic picture of his emperor and friend. Finally, the sound and music provide an
immersive, and sometimes cinematic, feel to an already great game. I can’t attest to the multiplayer because that’s not really my
thing, but from my understanding there’s little difference from single player. The only complaint I do have are the relatively
long loading times, which otherwise give little trouble.

Overall I’d have to say that for my first Total War game, Napoléon has been and impressive and memorable experience. I truly
recommend it to anyone interested in Total War, grand strategy, or even the time period.

Final verdict: 10/10

“All great events hang by a hair. The man of ability takes advantage of everything and neglects nothing that can give him a
chance of success; whilst the less able man sometimes loses everything by neglecting a single one of those chances.”
— Napoléon Bonaparte. Since I've actually waited and tested the pack, my review will be much easier to point out.
We'll start with the weapons.

X-Bow:
Nothing really special, just a crossbow
Since they just came out, OVKL is probably going to update to merge attachments.
(A little lazy, if you ask me.)
Plainsrider bow without the charge, pretty much, just with less ammo, which is assumed for a secondary weapon.

Pros:
-No Charge
-Same concealment as bow
-Poision shots (Good to stun, and be a grinder \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.)
Cons:
-Doesn't shoot very far
-BS Attachments

Lebensauger .308:
This has got to be the most unusual sniper.
It's a little odd to handle, but with a ton of ammo, and low concealment, who cares?
If you aim a little up and to the right of your enemy, sure enough, you'll land a hit than aiming directly.

Pros:
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-Lots of ammo
-Deadly, if mastered
-Concealment is amazing
Cons:
-Wonky aiming
-Takes up a good chunk of the screen

Vector SMG:
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Pros:
-Single fire is solid
Cons:
-Medium ammo
-Fast fire rate
-Pretty slow reload
-Pretty weak

Empty Palm Kata:
Your fists.
That's it.

Kunai:
This is actually a good replacement for the shank.

Pros:
-Poison tip
-Highest concealment
-Pretty solid small knife damage
Cons:
None

Sai:
Basically a dagger.
not much to say on this.

Claws:
This one is new and different, but works like OVKL Boxing gloves, kinda,
Pros:
-Solid damage
Cons:
-highly impractical
-Can this be any louder?

Shuriken:
Finally, a throwable that doesn't give your position away!

Pros:
-Poison tipped
-10 to start with
-Quite deadly
-Can be picked back up like arrows
-Stealth throwable
Cons:
-TERRIBLE AIMING
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The masks are okay, simply put:
-Slicer mask: Shredder and Hayabusa combo, pretty neat
-Kuro Zukin (Ninja hood): Pretty solid
-Shirai (Metal mask): Cool looking, hard to customize.
-Kage: Basically in the Noh Kabuki mask family, an evil mask demon, quite fitting, for mask wearing heisters.

Overall the achievements aren't HARD, they're just tedious.
I got them within the first hour of the pack coming out.

Masks:7\/10
SMG:2\/10
Sniper:8.5\/10
Hands: No rating
Kunai:9\/10
X-bow:5\/10
Sai:3\/10
Claws:WTF\/10 (1\/10)
Shuriken:7.5\/10
Achievements:1\/10

Overall: 5\/10

Let someone else buy it for you, or get it during a sale.. This is hands down the best multiplayer game you can play on
VR. There are no "Experts" here. There is no issue of people who have insanely fast reflexes. Why? Your body is the
controller. You can grip the gun with one or two hands. You actually hold the gun up to your face to snipe. You lean
down to crouch. All VR headsets have microphoens built in, so everyone has voice chat by default. This is the golden
age of PC multiplayer gaming brough back to life. Here are a few of my favorite stories so far.

#1 accidentally dropped my grenade right after pulling the pin. Guy next to me screams, I shout alahuakbar and we
both die.

#2 Accidentally drop my gun because someone ran around a corner and startled me. I attempted to punch them to-
death (you can't do that) and he laughed so hard that he dropped HIS gun. Which I picked up and killed him with.

#3 I discovered that making funny noises at people through the microphone right as they come around a corner will
sometimes startle them enough to make them drop their gun so I can kill them.

#4 when you crouch in real life you crouch in the game. So I kept crouching around corners with a knife frantically
trying to slice up people with guns.

Buy this. Have fun. Its amazing.
. This game has an unique art style and has a good soundtrack. It's funny, but would be way funnier if you played this
on its release year because of some meme references.

It has a few music references as well. The gameplay is simple and can be very challenging.

Since the campaign is kinda short, i recommend to only buy this on sale.. Death God Uuiversity. If nothing else, the
title itself piques your interest. And true to it's name - the concept of the game is pretty awesome. You are a student in
a University, training to be a Death God. And your assignements consist of assasination missions - or maybe
asassination makes it sound too sophiticated. You just have to kill people - no hidden blades or exploding gunpowder is
used though. And therein lies it's true potential - the innovative killing methods.
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Now if I just knew this much, I would have been interested enough to try it - but there's more. To make the game more
fun, the targets are not ordinary people. In fact, most of them are not even "bad guys" in the traditional sense. Take
Miley Cyrus for example. Not technically speaking bad, but annoying enough for you to have joked about killing her at
least once with your friends. At least I did - and if you didn't then perhaps you should. What's funnier is that you find
her in a construction area, surrounded by wrecking balls! This game is pure pun galore, and without giving any more
spoilers - this is the gist of what the game is about. The teachers, targets and characters in the game are all borrowed
from pop culture, fiction or even mythology - and the unlikelihood of these characters actually being in the situations
that the game puts you in, is what makes this an enjoyable experience. (Fun Fact - Did you know Harry Potter
smokes?... Like a lot?)

Now coming to my only 2 qualms with the game.

1) Poor framerates, random crashes etc. The technical problems was what marred my experience the most when I first
played the game. But the devs responded soon enough, and now theres a patch (2 in fact, although I've not tried the
latest one still) that fixes most of the problems. I have not got a single crash after the patch, and the overall camera
swivels have become much smoother after patch 1.

2) A slightly diverted plotline. While it is fun to go kill people in unimaginable ways, sometimes you hope for a much
more advanced sense of coherence to the overall theme - and DGU manages to do some of it, but not all. I'm only a few
hours into the game - so I'm probably making rash early judgements - but there could be a bit more done to make it all
come together in a unified sort of manner.

Nevertheless, DGU makes up for it's te\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665al flaws with a fun concept and humurous
characters. The little fellows all run with their arms behind them in an almost anime-like style, and speak in a language
that's akin to the minions from Despicable Me. It's totally worth a shot if you're bored playing the run of the mill kind
of games being released these days, and while you may find flaws with some aspects, you will enjoy the game as a whole
if you relate to this type of gameplay.. A solid escape the room game. Single room escape with an interesting sub-story
you find as you pick up some of the objects.
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Excellent game
It's a time management game

This game is similar to 12 Labours of Hercules, but a bit easier as you have more workers while 12 Labour of Hercules has 1
worker to start with

Check this game out if you like casual time management games with cute graphics

. This is a cute but not terribly difficult little puzzle game. With each robot having a unique skill, it makes for some clever little
puzzles, as well as some horribly obvious ones. It's not a bad play, but probably won't take you more than an hour or two to get
through. Even while looking for all the collectibles.

I believe I got it as part of a humble bundle, which made it just a nice little adventure. Not sure I would've gone out of my way
to purchase this on its own.. This game would be really good, BUT by "any button" they mean any button on a CONTROLER.
On keyboard, the ONLY shoot key is "Enter". It's great if you have a controller, but for keyboard gamers like myself, it's just a
pain in the butt.. Even in its unfinished state the game is great and very addicting. Currently about 12 hours of content here.
Hope to see more tech and fully fleshed out story line. great puzzle game. so much potential with this game. would be great for
the young and old, memory\/learning game, plus its fun. Kind of cool. Reminds me of the start of Spore. Where you start as the
amino acid or whatever bacteria, work your way up and gain DNA. This is pretty cool I like the layout, haven't fully played it.
Shows potential. Well worth the price on a sale.. Know what you're getting into.

I rate this 7 of 10. This is initially a very good game with great stealth mechanics that, after its first half, actually feels too long
and becomes a chore if you want to complete it. The global achievement stats are a testament to that, only 2.6% have
completed it (normal "story mode" completion, not with all the extra stuff you can do in the game). That compares to 42.7%
who have gotten the first achievement, which is not a trivial one. All this is almost one year after its release. Many people
seem to like the game (for good reasons) and play it to a considerable extent, but only very few finish it. (The phenomenon is
ofcourse natural and can be seen with other games, too, but much weaker. This game makes most people give up on it, much
more than other games.)

If you are a normal gamer who doesn't mind abandoning a game at the point where it gets tedious, this is fun for a while.

If you are a gamer who likes to at least play to the end, this game drags on and the difficulty is far beyond the nice and
friendly game that it seems to be in the beginning. Restarting and hoping for better random conditions will happen alot.
The game is good enough to have kept me playing to the end, though.

If you like to complete the game with all achievements and extra stuff like beating par times on each level, then be
prepared for some frustration over the imprecise controls when things become hectic, the randomness and the lots and
lots and lots of restarting a level. I persevered and did even that, but was it fun? Some moments yes, alot of the times no.
I feel a little sorry about the amount of time I poured into this, but I didn't want to stop at a 85% finished game. Now I'm
glad to uninstall it even though there are some "pro" and "dev" time limits left to beat.

Also I don't like how the game never stays at a smooth frame rate (probably for everyone, check the forums), even though I'm
far above the system requirements. I'll have to assume this is due to bad programming and misuse of middleware. When you're
running on too many layers of software, performance and timing problems are likely to happen. The slight stuttering doesn't ruin
the game though.

Finishing with the positive things, this game has nice stylish graphics, and great music that fits the style. And the gameplay is
really nice, the stealth mechanics are well done and you are never unclear about what's going on and why a guard has "caught
your scent". The difficulty ramps up smoothly, so the point where it starts to become tedious will depend on your tolerance and
skill. But that point will come for most people, so know what you're getting into.. For me, the BR 420 is 1 of the best trains
from Train Simulator .. The control is also very good and the sounds are realistic ... Still a better game than depression quest. I
can't see most of the game
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